
Whether preparing private dinners, producing exquisite feasts for seminal occasions or providing over 
35,000 concurrent meals to multiple NCAA Division 1 College Football programs, this Company has earned 
the unrivaled reputation for its acclaimed service and “recognizable gourmet” selections. Handcrafted and 
customized to meet the needs of each individual customer, the Company’s creativity has provided memorable 
experiences to countless customers. 

In addition, the Company has revolutionized the concept of “take-home catering” through their multiple Food 
Shops. Offering daily more than 100 handmade items using the finest ingredients, the Company provides a 
chef crafted catering experience for every one of its clients. In 2018, the Food Shops serviced over 50,000 
customers, achieving retail sales/ sq. ft. 2.5 times industry standards. 

This fully licensed Food Manufacturer supplies not only its Foods Shops and Catering Clients, but also Dallas / 
Ft. Worth Specialty Food Shops and a major upscale grocery chain throughout the State of Texas. 

TTM Revenues 
$3,700,000+

 TTM Discretionary Earnings 
$650,000 

Company Strengths

1.  Long-Term / Established Customer Base. The Company’s reputation for quality, service and excellence 
has resulted in a strong / diversified customer base, drawing from multiple, unique, industry-exclusive 
independent profit centers.

2.  Sustained Sales And Profits. The Company consistently has realized increasing sales, securing earnings 
four (4) times those of existing Industry Standards. 

3.  In House Features: By implementing a state-of-the-art BOH system, the Company is a system and process 
driven Company; never compromising its exceptionally creative environment.

4.  Experienced Staff / Established Systems. A turnkey operation staffed by exceptional Managers and 
experienced Employees in all of its divisions; the by-product of a revolutionary approach to hiring. 

5.  Opportunities for Future Growth. Systems and structure in place and operational for immediate scalability 
of the Company.
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